COMPUTERGATE PARTNERS WITH PROXIMIE TO DELIVER POST SALE SERVICES
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Proximie, the technology platform saving lives by sharing the world's best clinical practice,
has partnered with Computergate to provide post sales services to its global customer base.
The company was founded by Dr. Nadine Hachach-Haram FRCS (Plastics) (B.E.M., British
Empire Medal), in 2016, and has enjoyed rapid growth over the last 12 months, having
recently announced the completion of its $38 million Series B equity financing.
Proximie's growth has accelerated the need to provide best-in-class post sales support and
bringing in Computergate as a valued service partner, will allow them to strengthen their
solution.
“Alignment with like-minded service professionals who understand that service is integral to
the sales cycle is essential if we are to achieve continued growth,” Phil Bradshaw, Proximie’s
Vice President of Sales, says. “I am excited that Computergate is able to offer the service
capabilities we need to support the next stage of our development."
“Our unique ability to serve customers around the world with responsiveness, technical
accuracy and professionalism is unmatched in our sector. We will work closely with
Computergate to offer a complete solution that will meet and exceed our customers’ needs.”
The new partnership with Proximie will play a key role in Computergate’s strategy to
strengthen its service offerings and expand its service portfolio at a Global level.
"We are delighted to partner with Proximie at such an exciting time in their journey." Mario
Greco, Computergate CEO, explains. “As they engage with more customers all over the world,
it provides Computergate with a distinct advantage to deliver services in the health sector
and has extended our reach to offer Technical Dispatch and Specialist Installation services.”
About Computergate
Computergate promotes itself as an ‘Independent Service Provider’ that selectively aligns
itself with Global vendors, multi-national companies, service partners and distributors who
are channel and value-add focused and share similar business philosophies and aspirations.
The basic fabric of Computergate is one of a service centric corporate citizen dedicated to
benefiting the life and contributing to the commercial wellbeing of these partners.
Computergate has its corporate head office in Melbourne, with branch offices in Sydney,
Brisbane, Perth, Auckland, Singapore & Shanghai, along with service capabilities in every
other major city in the APAC region. Computergate is backed by a network of Service Agents,
who can deploy experienced and highly skilled engineers to any site, right across the globe.
For more information, please visit our website.

